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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THIS paper is concerned with the relation between complex analytic structures and almost 
complex structures on open manifolds. Recall that an almost comp1e.r structure on a manifold 
X of dimension 2q is a linear bundle map J : TX --) 7X on the tangent bundle, which covers 
the identity on X and satisfies J* = -I; this is the same as a reduction of the structure 
group of TX to CL,(@). A complex analytic structure on X has an underlying almost com- 
plex structure, which is then called integrable. All manifolds are understood to be smooth, 
Hausdorff and paracompact. 
A basic problem is to determine if a given almost complex structure is homotopic to an 
integrable almost complex. The following are immediate consequences of our main result. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let X be an open manifold of dimension 2q. If H’(X, Z ) = 0 for 
i > q, then each almost complex structure on X is homotopic to an integrable almost complex 
structure. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let X be an open manifold of dimension 2q. If H’(X, Z!) = 0 for 
i 2 q, then there is a natural bijection between integrable homotopyclassesof complexstructures - 
in X and homotopy classes of almost complex structures on X. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. If M” is a manifold with a complex structure on its stable tangent 
butIdle, then M” x R” admits a complex structure. 
We study this problem within the framework formulated by A. Haefliger [lo], [l 11, 
which permits one to view the problem as a lifting problem in homotopy theory. Our 
approach leads us to apply Gromov theory [7], [12], [14] to “totally real immersions” 
of real manifolds into complex manifolds. 
Proposition 1.3 is a sharper version of a theorem of A. Brender [2]; his conclusion is 
that some product M” x Rzqmn admits a complex analytic structure (his argument shows 
that q 2 [$z] is sufficient). Our original aim was to place this result into a natural context. 
Brender’s argument is based on results of H. Grauert [j], [6] on Stein manifolds; in a recent 
paper [3] he has resumed the study of Stein structures on open manifolds. 
We now give a brief recollection of the parts of Haefliger’s work [IO], [I l] that are 
needed here. Let rqc denote the topological groupoid of germs of local complex analytic 
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automorphisms of Cq, and let BT,’ denote a classifying space for r4e structures. The differ- 
ential induces a continuous homomorphism rqc -+ CL,(C), hence also a continuous map 
V : fxqC -+ BGL,(C). Cl.41 
We convert this map to a fibration and write FrqC for the homotopy fibre. Consider the 
diagram 
/ 
/ ~ BCLJC) 
1 /’ 
/ / 
/ /’ 
‘/ 
&’ 7 
! 
’ BGL+(R) 
(1.5) 
where X” is an open manifold and T classifies the tangent bundle of X. It is standard bundle 
theory that homotopy classes of iiftings of r to BGL,(@) correspond to homotopy classes of 
almost complex structures on X. As a special case of the results of [lo] and 111 J. homotopy 
daSSeS ofliftings of T to BT,” are in a one-to-one correspondence with integrable homotopy 
classes of complex structures on X. 
Thus for the basic problem mentioned initially, it is important to understand the 
homotopy tibre Fr,’ .Our main result concerns the connectivity of these spaces. 
1.6. CONNECTIVITY THEOREM. The homotopyfibre FTqC ofthemap v :BT,“-+ BGL,(C) 
is (q - I)-connected. 
Propositions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are immediate consequences. 
Remarks: (1) In the real case there are similar maps v : BT,‘+ BCL,(W) (where 
r= 1,2,..., co or w, and T,‘is the topological groupoid of germs of C’ local automorphisms 
of Rq). It follows quickly from Haefliger’s classification theorem for foliations that the 
homotopy fibre FT,’ is (q - I)-connected. For r < w an additional argument gives 
n,(FT,‘) = 0, and recently W. Thurston has shown that 7-t ,+,(FI-,“) = 0. 
(2) Haefliger has shown that FT, ’ is l-connected (see [I 1, p. 1571). and recently 
Thurston has proved that nz(Fr,“) = 0. 
(3) It is likely that nq(FT,C) = 0 for q > 1 as well. Indeed this seems to follow from 
an unpublished result of M. L. Gromov [S]. We comment further in $3. 
(4) Presently there is no information about the homotopy groups of FTqC in the 
range between q and 2q. On the other hand Bott [l] has exhibited homomorphisms of 
n24+,(BT,C) onto @, hence FTqC is at most 2q-connected. 
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(5) Another reflection of the lack of information about FI,” in dimensions below 2q 
is the absence of an example of an almost complex structure on an open manifold which is 
not homotopic to an integrable almost complex structure. 
The connectivity theorem is deduced as a formal consequence of a classification 
theorem for “holomorphic foliations on complexifications”, which we explain in $2. An 
analogue of the Gromov-Phillips transversality theorem is proved in 53; this is the main 
step in the proof of our classification theorem. To indicate the similarity of our considera- 
tions to those in the theory of foliations. we define a @-submersion to be a smooth map 
f: Iti + W into a complex manifold, with the property that for each x E M the image of the 
tangent space at x generates the tangent space at f(x) as a complex vector space; iff is real 
analytic it extends to a holomorphic submersion Cf: CM -+ W on a complexification of M. 
We shall simply replace submersions by @-submersions in our arguments. 
I would like to thank Steve Greenfield for a number of helpful conversations. 
$2. HOLOMORPHIC FOLIATIONS ON COMPLEXIFICATIONS 
In this section M denotes a real analytic n-manifold. By a complexification of M one 
means a real analytic embedding i : M + CM 
information. 
2.1. Every (paracompact) real analytic manifold admits a complexification. 
holomorphic map Cf: CM-+ W on some complexification 
: M+ CM and i’ : hi --, @‘A4 are complexifications 
isomorphism h : U --* (I’ 
such that hi = i’. 
2.4. If @hii is a complexification 1 kf N s(M) 
C-submersion if the 
differential epimorphism @(rf) : TM @ @ --+ TW of complex vector 
bundles. (Notice that if E is a real vector bundle, f is a complex vector bundle and 4 : E + f 
is a vector bundle homomorphism, then 4 extends to a homomorphism 
holomorphic 
If the complex dimension of W equals the dimension of M, then a @-submersion 
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We propose now to consider holomorphic codimension 4 foliations on C&I. If 9, 
and 3? are two such foliations. we identify them if they agree on a neighborhood of :M in 
C.V; i.e. we again pass to germs. We shall show that we can recover a holomorphic codimen- 
sion q foliation on C&i from its ‘* restriction ” to ,li, hence we ars really defining a foliation- 
like structure on IV. 
Thus let 9 be a holomorphic codimension (7 foliation on C=icI. 9 is represented by an 
open covering {ri,] of CM together with a family of holomorphic submersionsf, : C., - cq, 
for which there exist continuous maps _& : L:, n U, -+ rqc satisfying f, = fzs 2.1‘; on 
U, n Cl,. Moreover the fzs are uniquely determined by the f;. 
Now restrict to &f. Put b; = Ui, n itl. g, = f%/ Vx and gzil =f$ / VL n V,. Then each 
gz is a real analytic C-submersion, and they satisfy g, = gzs - gfl on V, n Vs. This leads US 
to introduce the following gadgets. 
2.5. Definition. A codimension q @-foliation 3’ on M is represented by an open covering 
{V,) of M together with a family of @-submersions g, : V, -+ C”. for which there exist 
continuous maps gza : V, n V, - rqC satisfying g, = gza 0 gs on V, n VP. Clearly if the gz: 
are C” then the gza are uniquely determined; even if the gz are C’ with r > 1 it is easily 
verified that the gzp are uniquely determined. 
Thus a holomorphic codimension q foliation 9 on @iM determines a real analytic 
codimension q @-foliation 9 1 M on M. 
2.6. LEMM.~. %++%I M is a bijection from holomorphic codimension q foliations on 
CM to real analytic codimension q @-foliations on M. 
Proof. If 9, and %2 have the same restriction to M, it is an immediate consequence of 
analytic continuation that 9, = %-z (i.e. they agree on a suitable complexification of M). 
Thus % + % 1 M is injective. 
On the other hand, let Y be a real analytic codimension q foliation on CM. We shall 
extend it to a holomorphic foliation on a complexification of M. Let 59 be represented by 
C-submersions g, : V, -+ Cq, and assume that the Vz are coordinate charts covering 1M with 
coordinate maps 4, : V, -LT. Regarding 4, as a map into @“, we obtain real analytic maps 
4, x g, : V, -+ C” x Cq. As in the construction of the graph of a r-structure, we can glue 
together neighborhoods of the images (4, x g,)( V,) to get a complex manifold W”+q together 
with a holomorphic codimension q foliation %’ represented by the projections to Cq, and a 
real analytic embeddingj : M + W represented by the maps 4, x g,. Let Cj : CM -+ IV be a 
holomorphic extension of j; since the g, are C-submersions. we may assume that Cj is 
transversal to’ the foliation %‘. Then the desired extension of Y is given by the pulled back 
foliation (Cj)*%’ on @iM. Q.E. D. 
In view of this result, we may identify holomorphic codimension q foliations on d=lM 
with their restrictions to M. We call %0 and %‘, integrabl_v homotopic if there is a holo- 
morphic codimension q foliation on C(M x [0, 11) restricting to %0 and %;, on C(iV x 0) 
and @(iM x 1) and transversal to the slices C(M x t) for t E [0, 11. 
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2.7. CLASSLFICAUON THEOREM FOR HOLO~~ORPHIC FOLIATIONS ON CM. Let M” be M 
(2.8) 
/ / /’ 
/ 1’ 3 
‘A’ 
i1;' 
:2=. 
’ BGL,& 
where 5 @ @ classifies the complexification of the tangent bundle of M. Then homotopy classes 
of lifings to BTqC x BGL,_,(C) correspond bijectiaely to integrable homotopy classes of 
holomorphic codimension q foliations on CM. 
This is a direct analogue of Haefliger’s classification theorem for foliations [lo], [l I]; 
thus the main step in its proof must be an analogue of the Gromov-Phillips transversality 
theorem, which we give in the following section. In all other respects we can simply copy 
Haefliger’s proof of the classification theorem. 
We end this section by proving the connectivity theorem from the classification theorem. 
We follow Milnor’s quick proof in the smooth case [lo], [ll]. To show that rri(FT,c) = 0 
fori<q,letM=SixW4-’ so that n = q. The diagram (2.8) becomes simply 
Since M is par’allelizable, we may take T @ @ to be a constant map, hence liftings of 5 @ c 
to Br,’ correspond to maps S’ x IV-‘--* FT,“. Since CM4 has a unique codimension q 
holomorphic foliation, namely the one given by an atlas for its complex structure, there is 
just one homotopy class of maps S’ + FT,“. Thus FT,” is (q - I)-connected. Q.E. D. 
§3. THE C-TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 
We suppose given a manifold M, and a r,“-foliation 9 on a manifold W. Let 
TC : TCV -+ VS denote the natural projection. We assume all this data to be C’ for some fixed 
r,wherer=1,2 ,.._, cL)orr=w. 
Let Q) Tr(M, S) denote the set of c’ maps f: M- W such that 
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is an epimorphism of complex vector bundles. We call such a map I=-trans~ersalL to 9; 
note that in the real analytic casef*(.Y) extends to a holomorphic codimension 4 foliation 
of ,C&f. 
W’e denote by C Epi(r.CI, vF) the set of bundle maps 4 : s.Lf + VF such that c@ is an 
epimorphism of complex vector bundles. 
Give I= Tr(!M. F) the C’-topology and C Epi(r,V, vF) the compact-open topology. 
3.1. @-TRXNSVERS.ALITY THEOREM. If‘M is an open manifold. the map 
@ Tr(M. F) -+ @ Epi(riCI. vF) 
which sends f to z 3 Tf is a rt,eak homotopy equivalence. 
In fact, since 1C1 is open and we are dealing with an open condition on the l-jet off. 
this follows directly from Gromov’s theorem [7], [12], [11]. For the analytic case, which is 
needed for the classification theorem in $2. we need the fact mentioned in [I 1, p. 1481 that 
any smooth map can be Ci-approximated by a real analytic one, and the same for homotopics 
connecting two analytic maps [1 51. 
Using the @-transversality theorem, one can now prove the classification theorem for 
holomorphic foliations on @M by following the arguments in [lo] or [I 11, hence the con- 
nectivity theorem is proved. 
We conclude with several remarks. 
Remarks: (I) The following case of the @-transversality theorem deserves mention. 
Let W4 be a complex manifold of complex dimension c]. and let 9 be given by an atlas for 
the complex structure on W. Thenf: M” -+ W(n 2 q) is UZ-transversal to 9 if and only iff 
is a @-submersion. If n = q this means that f is a totally real immersion. Thus when M is 
open we obtain a weak homotopy equivalence 
@ Sub(M, w) -+ @ Epi(s&f, TW) (3.2) 
analogous to the Phillips submersion theorem [13]. where c Sub(M, CV) denotes the set of 
@-submersions of M into Ct’. 
(2) The unpublished result announced by Gromov as 2(4)c in [S] is equivalent to the 
assertion that (3.2) is a weak homotopy equivalence in case n = q, even if 1M is compact. 
But for n = q > 1 and M compact this is not a consequence of the methods of [7] (without 
some further argument). Moreover, it has the surprising consequence [8] that any rr-manifold 
M” admits a totally real immersion in c=” (actually this would hold for any manifold M” 
for which the complexification of the tangent bundle is trivial). It is known that the torus 
is the only compact orientable surface admittin, 0 a totally real embedding in @’ (compare 
R. 0. Wells [l7]). Recently Alan Weinstein has given e.xamples of totally real immersions 
of the other compact orientable surfaces into @‘, and has suggested that one should use 
symplectic structures in order to understand Gromov’s assertion. We mention that there 
are no known examples of compact simply connected totally real submanifolds M” in @“. 
(3) An earlier attempt to show that FIT, ’ is highly connected went roughly as follows. 
Let M” be real analytic. and let 9c---, denote the natural complex structure on a complexifica- 
tion d);tf. Now suppose given some other complex structure Fi on c=:M, and a homotopy 
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joining the underlying almost complex structures of 9, and 9,. Evidently i : M -+ CM 
is a totally real embedding when CM carries its natural complex structure; but this need not 
be the case if we give CM the complex structure 9,. However, if .V is open (and even if M 
is closed if we accept Gromov’s assertion mentioned above) we can apply (3.2) to modify i 
to make it a totally real immersion for the complex structure FI. I was unable to complete 
the argument from this point. but still the basic idea is a reasonable one. since the classi- 
fication theorem for complex structures (compare (1.5)) is applicable to the open manifold 
CM. If this can be made to work. and if one accepts Gromov’s assertion. then it follows 
that @T,c) = 0. 
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